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At the request of the Owners:  
 
Julian and Alison Cable, 
146 Stortford Hall Park 
Bishops Stortford 
Herts, CM23 5AP, 
 
this survey was carried out 31/10/07 at Shotley Point Marina, Suffolk, for 
Insurance purposes.  
 
Limitations: 
• I have not inspected woodwork or other parts of the structure which are covered, 

unexposed  or inaccessible and I am, therefore, unable to report that any such part 
of the structure is free from defect.   

• This Report has been prepared for the use of Commissioning Clients only and no 
liability is extended to others who may see it. 

• In some cases it is not possible to detect latent and hidden defects without 
destructive testing not possible without Owner’s consent.   

 
Scope of Survey: 
• This is a Insurance Survey and its purpose is to establish the structural and general 

condition of the vessel. 
• A general inspection of the engine and installation will be made, but this is a visual 

inspection only without running engine. It should be appreciated that some 
components may appear serviceable but be found defective when engine is run. 

• Mast was stepped and the rig was inspected from deck level only.   
• Repairs to defective areas in this vessel have been suggested using thickened 

epoxy  as an alternative to professional replacement of planking etc. It should 
however be clearly understood that this is not considered best practice and would 
not be approved by boatyards or purists. These suggestions are made with regard to 
the overall value of the vessel and as an alternative to costly professional repairs.  

 
• Recommendations:  
These will not be made concerning cosmetic or other minor defects, although relevant 
suggestions may be made in the text. Recommendations will be restricted to those 
defects which should be rectified before vessel is used, (or within a given time span if 
specified), and items  which may affect Insurability.   
Recommendations will be printed in red for quick reference. The Recommendations 
are contained in the body of report  in order that they may be read in context, and are 
also listed as part of the Conclusions at the end of this Report. 
 
Conditions of Survey: 
Vessel was examined on a cradle ashore having been out of the water for about 2 
weeks. No special conditions affected the survey other than as mentioned in the text.  
 
Conventions:  
Wherever numbered items are referred to, for example the frames of a vessel, then 
these are numbered from forward coming aft.  
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Information is reported in the Sections below, followed by Conclusions and 
Summary of Recommendations. 
 
     Hull, Deck and Structure.  
1. Details of Subject Vessel, (General Description,  Dimensions, Registration etc.). 
2. Planking  below Waterline. 
3. Keel, Centreline Structure and Floors.  
4. Topside Planking, Rubbing Strake and Bulwarks. 
5. Frames and Timbers. 
6. Bulkheads and Stringers. 
7. Deck. 
8. Coamings. 
9. Cockpit: 
10.Fastenings. 
Steering, Stern Gear, and  Skin Fittings etc.
11.Rudder. 
12.Stern Gear. 
13.Cathodic Protection. 
14.Skin Fittings and other through Hull Apertures. 
On Deck.
15.Main Companionway and other Accesses to Accommodation. 
16.Ports Windows etc. 
17.Pulpit, Stanchions, Pushpit, Lifelines and Jackstays. 
18.Rigging Attachment Points. 
19.Ground Tackle and Mooring Arrangements. 
20. Other Deck Gear and Fittings. 
21.Davits and Boarding Ladders. 
Rig.
22.Spars. 
23.Standing Rigging. 
24.Running Rigging. 
25.Sails and Covers etc. 
Safety.
26.Navigation Lights. 
27.Bilge Pumping Arrangements. 
28.Firefighting Equipment. 
29.Lifesaving Equipment. 
Engine.
30.Engine and Installation. 
31.Fuel System. 
Accommodation and on Board Systems.  
32.Accommodation General. 
33.Gas Installation. 
34.Fresh Water Tanks and Delivery. 
35. Heads. 
36.Electrical Installation. 
37.Electronic and Navigation Equipment. 
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1. Details of  “Robinetta”. 
Subject vessel is a one off design, being the first yacht designed by Commander 
Denys Rayner in 1936/7. The boat was built by the Enterprise Small Craft Company 
of Rock Ferry, for his own use in 1937. 
The design is quite unusual with standing headroom and built up topsides amidships 
in lieu of a conventional coachroof. The vessel is robustly constructed and of heavy 
displacement for her size.  
     
Length overall: 22’6”  
   
Length Waterline: 18’ 4”  
   
Beam: 8’6”  
   
Draft: 4’  
   
Registration:  Originally a Registered British Ship, Off No: 164315, 

(not established whether this still current). 
 
2. Planking below Waterline: 
Bottom seen pressure washed clean. There is a heavy build up of various paint 
coatings present but these are basically intact.  
The carvel laid planking is finished in excess of 1” thick which is heavy for a vessel 
of this size. The planking is generally lying fair, with no obvious movement. The 
timber is pine, and as far as could be ascertained without planing back clean it is of 
Columbian variety. Planking all hammer sounded and random spike tested and found 
in satisfactory condition.  
Butt joints well shifted and tight. Garboard seam tight and plank lying fair. Fastenings 
well stopped over, and where tested no serious softening of timber noted in way of the 
fastenings. The seams below waterline are generally satisfactory and holding the 
caulking, although some quite large gaps are evident particularly just below the 
waterline. The planking is quite thick and there are no excessive runs of caulking 
spewing out inside the vessel so no action is currently required. The seams are payed 
with a variety of materials ranging from hard white compound which may well be 
Jeffries Seamflex, to a soft grey mastic material which has mostly been applied to the 
first few seams below the waterline where the larger gaps were noted. The current 
situation is considered stable but annual inspection and minor repair will usually be 
required with this type of construction and at this age.  
Aft both port and stb a few copper tingles have been applied, these believed to be 
associated with engine bed bolts. The timber around the perimeter of the tingles is 
hard and the tingles secure.  
Planking good and hard around all skin fittings.  
The hood ends all found lying fair and no movement detected. 
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3. Keel, Centreline Structure and  Floors:
External: 
Centreline structure, stem and deadwood believed of oak, all found satisfactory where 
tested. Lead ballast keel lying fair to wood keel but a significant gap was noted 
around most of the keel. A thin scraper blade was inserted into this gap and it appears 
to be only around the immediate perimeter of the lead keel. No evidence of past 
weeps or stains were noted and given that the keel is lead with bronze bolts all is 
considered satisfactory.  
The stem is a little degraded around the steel eyebolt for the bobstay but not to a very 
serious degree and no action is required.  
All joints in the oak centreline, deadwoods etc visible externally were seen to be tight.  
In the after sections 5 bronze bolts pass right through the deadwoods and centreline. 
The nuts for these could be viewed using a mirror under the keel and it was noted that 
the middle bolt does not appear to have nut fitted, this marked with a cross below.  
It is possible that the nut is buried very deep in the timber and could not be seen using 
a mirror as very little room was available. 
Given that the bolt is between a number of others which are closely spaced the 
structure can live with this but the bolt is 5/8” in diameter and there is potential here 
for a significant leak here. It is thus essential to check whether a nut is deep in the 
timber and if not one must be fitted.  
 

 
 
 
1.Recommendation: As described in the text it should be established whether the 
middle bolt in the group of five in the aft deadwoods has a nut on it underneath the 
wood keel, this area not fully accessible at time of survey.   
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Section 3 continued: 
 
Internal: 
Stern knee, keel, apron and stem believed to be oak  found in satisfactory condition 
where tested. Two bolts were seen through the stern knee, one of bronze and one of 
iron. The timber around these was found satisfactory with some previous epoxy repair 
around the lower bolt.  
The flat topped structural floors are of oak, found in satisfactory condition. Further 
floors are created in the midship areas by sawn frames doubled up and capped with 
steel or iron plates. Fore and aft of these are additional iron strap floors landed on 
single sawn frames and there are 8 floors with metal capping in all. The forwardmost 
frame with a metal capping landed on it is rotting due to electro-chemical decay, the 
structure can live with this but further reference is made to this in section 10 
Fastenings below.  
 
4. Topsides Planking, Rubbing Strake  and Bulwarks.: 
The planking is of pine and the hull has kept its shape with no serious distortion 
noted.  
Paint coatings generally intact but will require attention this winter to prevent rain 
water lying under the paint and promoting rot in the planking.    
Hammer sounded and random probe tested and all found in satisfactory condition 
other than as below: 
• Stb side 3’6” forward from transom just under the rubbing strake water has 

penetrated the end grain at a butt joint and the timber is locally soft.  It should be 
sufficient to dry this out and make good with thickened epoxy.  

• Stb side aft just forward of the bilge pump discharge another butt joint is similarly 
affected. A short piece has also been let in here and this is a little soft. It should be 
possible to repair these as described above. 

• There has been some movement at the hood ends stb side and work was in 
progress at time of survey, see photo next page. Further reference is also made to 
this in section 10 Fastenings.  
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In this area the planking has become damaged and degraded around the numerous 
fastenings and is now moving. The usual repair for this is to make a false apron inside 
the boat shaped to fit and securely fastened through. This allows new fastenings to be 
driven well back from the degraded ends of the planking which can then me made 
good with thickened epoxy. It may even be possible to do this without fitting the false 
apron given the heavy construction of the stem area but it was not possible to get 
adequate access to this area with the chain locker and heads assembly in situ.  
The hood ends on the port side are all lying tight with no obvious deterioration.  
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Section 4 continued: 
 
2.Recommendation: As described in the text the defective hood ends on the stb bow 
require repair.  
 
The rubbing strake is heavily painted and is sound where tested.  
 
The bulwarks are of pine and mahogany and become the sides of the cabin amidships 
where the topsides are raised. All found satisfactory apart from as below: 
 
• On the stb side from a position about 12” forward of the forwardmost chainplate 

and running forward for about 18” the bulwark is soft in the lower strake and 
possibly in the lower edge of the strake above it.  

• On the port side running aft for about 2’ from the forward chainplate and into the 
cabin side. It is the upper strake which is affected but the top edge of the strake 
beneath may also be found defective when the upper strake is removed. A short 
piece has previously been let in here but that is now rotten. Seem from inside the 
boat the sawn frame to which the cabin side is attached is also affected but it 
should be possible to make this good with epoxy when the strake is removed.  

 
The rail capping is of teak and in good condition.  
 
5. Frames and Timbers: 
The construction is conventional with sawn oak frames built up of multiple pieces, 
(known as futtock style), with smaller steamed timber between.  
 
Frames: The sawn oak single and double frames were found in satisfactory condition. 
Some splits, shakes and soft heels noted but this is to be expected given the vessel’s 
age. Where the parts of the frames are bolted together there is also some softening of 
the timber around the iron bolts but this is at an acceptable level, and the cumulative 
effect of these various defects does not constitute a serious loss of structural strength.  
The bulwark stanchions in the foredeck area are formed by the frameheads passing 
through the deck and some deterioration was noted to all of them, particularly at their 
top ends under the rail capping where water has entered the end grains. The worst 
affected is that carrying the forwardmost chainplate port side and this requires 
attention given the rigging loads it is subjected to.  
In the foredeck area consideration should be given to cutting off the frames flush to 
the deck and either installing metal brackets to support the bulwarks, (and thus 
avoiding piercing the covering board), or installing new short timbers through the 
bulwarks and extending down the first 3 strakes of topside planking. New bulwarks 
could then be installed.  This work is not yet essential but should be in the schedule 
for the next 3 years. This work has already been carried out in the aft end of the 
vessel.  
Transom frame where accessible in good order. 
Timbers: Of steam bent oak. Various fractured timbers have been doubled up, this all 
satisfactory. A few further isolated fractures and some localised softening was noted 
but the structure can live with this and no action is required.  
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6. Bulkheads and Stringers: 
The various bulkheads and partitions were all found satisfactory. 
No stringers as such are fitted.  
 
7. Deck: 
External: 
The foredeck and raised deck amidships are of laid pine which has been sheathed in 
GRP, probably laid on plywood over the original planking. The sheathing is generally 
intact and adhering well The entire area was hammer sounded and all is considered 
satisfactory.  
It was noted that the covering board is not sheathed but is heavily painted. It was 
found to be slightly soft around the third bulkwark stanchion from the bow on the stb 
side. The covering board is a very vulnerable area particularly where there is 
freshwater ingress and it would be prudent to remove all the paint, allow it to 
completely dry out, then re-coat with a good quality paint finish. It was not possible to 
establish what timber it is under all the paint but it is suspected it may be mahogany 
which is particularly susceptible to fresh water induced rot. This should be undertaken 
as soon as time and weather allows.  
The aft deck and cockpit seating area, which is basically a continuation of the deck, 
has been replaced in recent years using sheathed plywood. Very little access was 
possible to the deckhead but the entire area hammer sounds well and feels firm 
underfoot.  
Internal: 
a) Supporting structure to foredeck and raised deck areas: This is of conventional 

construction and original. Beams, halfbeams, carlines and shelf all believed to be 
of oak and mahogany. The support found in satisfactory condition where 
accessible with no signs of straining. The various lodging knees in the structure all 
intact.  

b) Supporting structure aft: Access was very limited but all considered satisfactory 
with much replaced.  

 
8. Coamings: 
a) The transverse coamings forming the forward end of the cabin is of teak and in 

sound condition. 
b) The bulkhead forming the aft end of the cabin is also built up from teak and in 

good condition. 
c) The raised coaming forward for the hatch, is also of teak and in good  condition.  
 
9. Cockpit: 
The cockpit and lockers have all been rebuilt in recent years mainly in oak to good 
standard.  
The sole is of sheathed plywood and in good condition. The cockpit has been built to 
be self draining but requires gaskets and clamping down bolts on the lifting sole panel 
to achieve this. 
Access to the support structure was limited but it has been rebuilt as necessary and 
was all found in good condition where accessible.  
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Section 9 continued: 
It would be most helpful for the future condition of this cockpit, support structure and 
underlying bilges etc if a simple cockpit cover was used to keep rainwater out whilst 
allowing a good circulation of air. A small cover was noted aboard, this may be a 
cockpit cover but it would require quick elastic ties and hooks fitted to the deck for 
convenient use.  
 
10. Fastenings:
a) The plank to sawn frame and hood end fastenings are believed to be bronze spikes 

below the waterline and iron above. This is based on the fact that the exposed 
fastenings at the hood ends above the waterline are of iron, and some iron staining 
was noted elsewhere through the topside paint.  However on the stb side 3 strakes 
below the waterline at the hood ends paint was removed to reveal 5 fastenings and 
the timber around these was good and hard. Stopping was removed from 3 of the 5 
and the heads were noted to be non ferrous, presumed bronze. When tested with a 
punch and hammer the hammer bounced off the heads nicely, indicating both the 
fastening and timber into which it is driven to be sound. On the port side about 12” 
forward of the lead keel and five strakes up 3 further plank to frame fastenings 
were exposed deep in the timber. These were again found to be non ferrous and 
also hammer tested with good results. Those iron fastenings already exposed where 
work is in progress on the hood ends above the waterline were also punched tested 
with the same positive results. No further fastenings were exposed externally due 
to their heads being deep in the timber and well stopped over.  

b) Garboard at keel believed to be bronze spiked.  
c) Plank to timber fastenings are copper rivets. These were tested at random inside 

the boat and although some were found defective the majority sampled were 
adequate.   

d) Plank to floor fastenings consist of iron or steel bolts. These were tested at random 
inside the boat and the majority tested were found defective, that in photo on the 
following page being typical. These ferrous bolts are in close proximity with 
bronze and copper fastenings plus the bronze keel bolts actually passing through 
the steel capping on the floors and the kind of corrosion seen in inevitable.  

e) Other Centreline bolts:  Aft these are of bronze and appear to have been replaced in 
recent years. Note recommendation in section 3 re possible missing nut. In the bow 
sections forward of the heads a number of centreline iron bolts were noted, these 
associated with a scarf joint in the forefoot. This scarf is tight seen externally but 
the bolts are heavily corroded where accessible and very suspect.  

f) Deck support structure is copper fastened with some mild steel bolts. All 
satisfactory with no undue movement noted. Deck fastenings are believed to be 
galvanised nails.   

 
No fastenings were drawn for this survey but the tests carried out indicate some 
deterioration as would be expected given the boat’s age. Unfortunately there is quite a 
mix of ferrous and non ferrous fastenings in the construction and this will inevitably 
cause corrosion to the metal and associated electro-chemical decay of surrounding 
timber. This is at acceptable levels at present but the following is considered essential. 
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Section 10 continued: 
 
3.Recommendation: The bolt fastenings in the structural floors and doubled frames 
that have ferrous cappings all require replacement due to advanced corrosion. It 
should be understood that when the defective bolts are removed damage to the 
adjacent timber due to electro-chemical decay may be revealed. However when 
inspected externally with the thick paint coatings in position this did not appear to be 
severe. Clearly the timber floors upon which the cappings are landed are suffering 
from this to some extent and in the longer term the cappings should be removed to 
allow full inspection and repair as found necessary.  
The iron bolts associated with the scarf joint in the forefoot should be drawn for 
inspection.   
 

 
 
 
11. Rudder and Steering: 
a) The transom and keel hung rudder is built up from hardwood and GRP sheathed, 
All found in good order.  
b) Conventional pintles and gudgeons of bronze all copper riveted, all found in good 
order and secure.  
c) The base of rudder is supported by a shoe integral with the keel. No undue play 
noted and fitting secure. 
d)No undue play present.  
e)Tiller in sound condition. 
The entire  rudder assembly has been refurbished in recent years.  
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12. Stern Gear: 
External: 
a) The 3 bladed manganese bronze prop is quite dezincified but still serviceable for 

another year or two. Prop nut has a split pin in position to secure. Shaft rotated by 
hand, appears true with no binding of bearings evident. 

b) Shaft emerges from a bronze outboard bearing housing, secure and in satisfactory 
condition.  

c) No undue play present in outboard bearing. 
Internal: 
a) Stern gland and seal: This consists of a conventional stuffing box rigidly mounted 

on the stern tube, all secure and in satisfactory condition.  
b) There is some local minor softening of timber in way of the gland and stern tube 

and it is suggested this area be cleaned and dried prior to making good with epoxy.  
 
13. Cathodic Protection: 
A small anode is mounted adjacent to the stern gear and this is in good electrical 
contact with same. This is considered adequate. 
 
14. Skin Fittings and other through Hull Apertures: 
No skin fittings or valves were dismantled as part of this survey but the following 
routine tests were carried out: 
a) Examination from outside and inside the boat.  
b) All valves open and closed to their full extent where possible. 
c) Any fixing bolts hammer tested where accessible.  
d) Bodies of the valves or seacocks tested with a hammer inside the boat and external 

parts hammer tested outside the boat.  
e) Fittings aggressively tested inside the boat for security in the hull.   
f) Hose clips inspected and hoses aggressively tested for security.   
Below waterline: 
a) Engine intake consisting of a bronze through hull fitting with ballvalve, handle 

rusty but valve serviceable.  
b) 2x cockpit drains consisting of bronze bolted in seacocks these both satisfactory 

but that on the port side is seized and requires stripping. Access to these is 
awkward but extension handles are provided in the cockpit lockers.  

c) Galley sink discharge, consisting of a bronze bolted in seacock, all satisfactory.  
d)  Heads inlet and discharge consisting of bronze bolted in seacocks, all satisfactory 

but both require freeing off and servicing. 
 
4.Recommendation: Whilst the vessel is ashore opportunity should be taken to service 
all seacocks and valves below the waterline. Throughout the boat the hoses are only 
secured to their respective valves with one hose clip. It is best practice to fit 2x 
stainless steel clips where the tails on the valves are long enough to accommodate two 
clips and this should be attended to as soon as convenient.  
 
Above waterline: 
Bilge pump discharges secure.  
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15. Main Companionway and other Access to Accommodation:  
a) Conventional sliding hatch of teak all in good order and secure.  
b) Forehatch and coamings ditto.  
 
16. Ports, Windows etc.: 
Of toughened glass with bronze bezels,  all secure and in satisfactory condition.  
 
17. Pulpit, Stanchions, Pushpit, and  Lifelines: 
None fitted.  
 
18. Rigging Attachment Points: 
a) The main and lower shrouds all attach to external galvanised iron chainplates 

bolted through frameheads or chocks in the bulwarks and cabin sides. As described 
in section 5 above the framehead carrying the port forward lower chainplate in the 
bulwark is rotten.  This is also the case with the chock in the cabin side carrying 
the main shroud chainplate port side.  

b) The forestay attaches to a substantial galvanised band of traditional pattern and 
well bolted through the stem.  

c) The topmast forestay is carried on a bowsprit with traditional crans iron, and well 
supported by bobstay. There is quite a lot of rust to the chain and shackles but still 
of adequate strength.  Bobstay eyebolt through stem secure. 

 
5.Recommendation: The forward shroud and main shroud chainplates require making 
secure. The framehead and chock to which they attach are both rotten and will require 
replacement or repair.  
 
19. Ground Tackle and Mooring Arrangements: 
a) Main bower anchor: This is of Fisherman type about 30lb. with a suitable length of 

5/16”chain, all rusting but serviceable. Note chain not laid for inspection link by 
link.  

b) Hardwood bitts forward and posts aft all secure and adequate.  
 
20. Other Deck Gear and Fittings: 
Of traditional pattern and all in serviceable condition. 
 
21. Davits and  Boarding  Ladders: 
None fitted. 
 
22. Spars: 
Mast:  
As far as could be seen with mast stepped the spruce built mast is in satisfactory 
condition with glue lines tight. All fittings accessible from deck level secure.  
Boom and bowsprit:  
Also of spruce and in good order.  
Gaff: Of aluminium and in serviceable condition.  
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23. Standing Rigging: 
Stated as new last year. As far as could be seen from deck level the 1x19 stainless 
steel standing rigging is in good condition with no kinks or damage to the wire 
evident. The rigging is hand spliced in traditional manner with the splices parcelled 
and served, and set up on deadeyes and lanyards. That visible from deck level was 
found in good condition and believed quite recent.  
 
24. Running Rigging: 
The running rigging is all quite recent and in good condition.  
 
25. Sails, Covers etc: 
a) Only the tan terylene mainsail aboard, this in good order. Cover ditto.  
b) Various covers aboard all in good order.  
 
26. Navigation Lights: 
None fitted.  
 
27. Bilge Pumping Arrangements: 
a) Diaphragm type pump of about 8GPM capacity, this in working order and 

pipework secure.  
b) Electric submersible type also fitted, this also in working order.  
 
28. Firefighting Equipment: 
One very old extinguisher noted.  
 
6.Recommendation: At least 2 extinguishers to BS5423 fire rating 5A 34B (most 1kg 
dry powder type meet these criteria), and a fire blanket should be carried. 
 
29. Lifesaving Equipment: 
None aboard.  
The RNLI operate an excellent  free inspection and advice service concerning levels 
of safety equipment for coastal use (SEA Check) and can be contacted on 
08003280600 or via the RNLI website, www.rnli.org.uk. 
The RYA also publish a booklet, “The Boat Safety Handbook”. This specifies levels 
of Safety Equipment for different categories of use and it is suggested this vessel be 
equipped to the level appropriate to proposed use.   
Booklet is obtainable from nautical bookshops or direct from the RYA, telephone 
01703-627400, www.rya.org.uk
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30. Engine: 
a) Beds: The steel beds span hardwood floors and all was found secure. The flexible 

mounts are old but intact.  
b) Engine: The Yanmar 1GM10 diesel engine is a single cylinder unit and is raw 

water cooled. The engine is reasonably clean external condition with no obvious 
leaks. Oil on the dipstick and under the filler cap free from any obvious water 
contamination.   

c) Exhaust: Of flexible type and in good condition where accessible. A gooseneck is 
fitted to prevent following seas entering system and a water lock is fitted.  

d) Controls: Of single lever type and in working order. 
 
31. Fuel System: 
Twin brass fuel tanks mounted in the cockpit lockers and securely held in place. 
Access restricted but where seen both tanks in good order with no obvious leaks.  
Delivery tubing is of copper and fire resistant fuel hose to ISO 7840. Shut 
off/changeover cocks are provided.  
System considered fit for use.  
 
32. Accommodation General: 
In satisfactory general condition but requires cleaning and painting. In particular it is 
not prudent to allow a build up of debris etc in any nooks and crannies as has been the 
case here.  
 
33. Gas Installation: 
The gas bottle is stowed in a cockpit locker and is not confined within a self draining 
enclosure. Delivery tubing is of some age.  
 
7.Recommendation: There are significant shortcomings in the present gas installation 
which will not be acceptable to Insurance Underwriters. The following improvements 
are considered essential: 
a) A self draining enclosure for the gas bottle should be provided. It should be 

possible to locate this in the existing locker. A galvanised steel bucket or similar 
container would be suitable, this fitted with a small skin fitting in its base 
connected to a similar skin fitting discharging through the topsides.  

b) Delivery tubing may be of copper or if only one appliance is used then flexible 
type conforming to BS3212 up to 1m in length is acceptable. 

 
The above improvements are considered the minimum commensurate with safe 
operation, but even after these improvements the system will still not conform to the 
standards prevailing today, which are more stringent than when this system was 
installed.   
The British Standard for gas installations is laid down in BS5482, Part 3 1999, “LPG 
in Yachts, Boats, and other Vessels, but this was superseded on 1/4/01 by a new 
European wide standard, BS ENO ISO 10239 (2000). There are significant 
differences between the two standards but both are acceptable.  
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Section 33 continued: 
At present there is no mandatory requirement to update systems to conform to these 
standards, unless it is intended to use the vessel commercially (sailing school or 
charter use etc.)  and thus seek Certification under the  Safety of Small Commercial 
Sailing Vessels Code of Practice, or to use the vessel on Inland Waterways in which 
case she will have to conform to the Boat Safety Scheme. 
Please note however that Insurance proposal forms increasingly require a declaration 
by the Owner that the gas system conforms to current standards and if that is the case 
here it will be necessary to have the system upgraded, this requiring amongst other 
things a new cooker with flame failure devices on all burners.  
A comprehensive booklet entitled “LPG Bottled gas for Marine Use” can be obtained 
from Calor Gas Ltd., Customer Support Centre, Tel: 0800 626 626. This contains all 
the relevant standards, advice on the Boat Safety Scheme requirements, and a “best 
practice” installation guide. Comprehensive advice in terms of what standards apply 
can also be found at www.calormarineshop.co.uk/rules-regs-answer.htm.  
Many people find the use of a small portable gas cooker with integral canister 
adequate and these units are available from outlets such as Argos etc for about £15. 
They are CE marked and offer a practical and inexpensive option to a fixed gas 
installation.  
 
34. Fresh Water Tanks and Delivery. 
a) Only examined to confirm tanks securely held in place. 
b) Associated through hull skin fittings and valves covered in section 14 above.   
 
35. Heads: 
a) Well fixed down with no leaks from the various joints evident. Not tested.  
b) Associated through hull skin fittings and valves covered in section 14 above.   
 
36. Electrical Installation: 
a) The twin batteries are securely mounted in each cockpit locker and adequate 

isolating changeover switches are provided.  
b) No other wiring or hardware in place at time of survey and work was in progress. 
 
37. Electronic and Navigation Equipment: 
Not examined.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 

List of Recommendations: 
The Recommendations made in the Report are listed below with their respective page 
numbers. All Recommendations should be carried out before use of vessel. 
 
1.Recommendation: As described in the text it should be established whether the 
middle bolt in the group of five in the aft deadwoods has a nut on it underneath the 
wood keel, this area not fully accessible at time of survey.   
(Page 5) 
 
2.Recommendation: As described in the text the defective hood ends on the stb bow 
require repair. 
(Page 8) 
  
3.Recommendation: The bolt fastenings in the structural floors and doubled frames 
that have ferrous cappings all require replacement due to advanced corrosion. It 
should be understood that when the defective bolts are removed damage to the 
adjacent timber due to electro-chemical decay may be revealed. However when 
inspected externally with the thick paint coatings in position this did not appear to be 
severe. Clearly the timber floors upon which the cappings are landed are suffering 
from this to some extent and in the longer term the cappings should be removed to 
allow full inspection and repair as found necessary.  
The iron bolts associated with the scarf joint in the forefoot should be drawn for 
inspection.   
(Page 11) 
 
4.Recommendation: Whilst the vessel is ashore opportunity should be taken to service 
all seacocks and valves below the waterline. Throughout the boat the hoses are only 
secured to their respective valves with one hose clip. It is best practice to fit 2x 
stainless steel clips where the tails on the valves are long enough to accommodate two 
clips and this should be attended to as soon as convenient. 
(Page 12) 
  
5.Recommendation: The forward shroud and main shroud chainplates require making 
secure. The framehead and chock to which they attach are both rotten and will require 
replacement or repair.  
(Page 13) 
 
6.Recommendation: At least 2 extinguishers to BS5423 fire rating 5A 34B (most 1kg 
dry powder type meet these criteria), and a fire blanket should be carried. 
(Page 14) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recommendations continued: 
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7.Recommendation: There are significant shortcomings in the present gas installation 
which will not be acceptable to Insurance Underwriters. The following improvements 
are considered essential: 
a) A self draining enclosure for the gas bottle should be provided. It should be 

possible to locate this in the existing locker. A galvanised steel bucket or similar 
container would be suitable, this fitted with a small skin fitting in its base 
connected to a similar skin fitting discharging through the topsides.  

b) Delivery tubing may be of copper or if only one appliance is used then flexible 
type conforming to BS3212 up to 1m in length is acceptable. 

(Page 15 
 
 
Conclusions: 
“Robinetta” is in sound structural condition insofar as sufficient structural strength 
remains. However this survey has identified some general  deterioration to structural 
members and fastenings, and it should be borne in mind that any dismantling of this 
type of vessel inevitably reveals some further deterioration. However for her age she 
is in satisfactory condition and with normal maintenance will continue to give good 
service. She is a very unusual design with an interesting and well documented history 
and as such deserves some time and money spent on her now to secure her future.  
 

 
 
 
 

Paul M. Stevens 
2/11/07 
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This Valuation forms the last numbered page of the Report and should be 
removed to preserve confidentially if required.  
 
 
 

VALUATION: 
 
Subject: Gaff Cutter, “Robinetta”. 
 
In her present condition as surveyed 31/10/07 I estimate the above vessel to have a 
Current Market Value in the region of  £8000, (eight thousand pounds).  
This excludes any dinghies or liferaft, which should be considered separately. The 
valuation also assumes engine to be in good running order. 
 
 
 
 

Paul M. Stevens 
2/11/07 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


